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Why an itinerancy of The Complete Letters?
Contemporary Catalan cinema resonates significantly with the images being created by artists all over the world. The vitality of the
cinema being made here is manifested in the works of upcoming filmmakers who, with their aesthetic and thematic proposals, create
cinematographic dialogues with other contemporary filmmakers.
These dialogues are based not on similarity, instead contrasting the creative concerns of these artists. A field/counter field, like a
question/answer, in which the images can either connect or question each other, becoming possible parts of a single discourse. The
objective is to show how these cinematographic links are organized, the way in which forms of cinema speak to each other beyond the
time and the place where they were created.
This shows how the cinema being made in Catalonia can spontaneously create an interesting and thought-provoking dialogue
with the cinema of the rest of the world.
The Catalan filmmakers taking part in this project are Albert Serra, Isaki Lacuesta, Jaime Rosales and José Luis Guerin.
The fact that the project is so singular gives it great formal versatility. At each of the venues that has hosted the project it acquired
a different formalization to adapt to their specific programmes, morphologies and spatial dimensions, almost opposed.

1.

Exhibition

Complete Format (1.200 m2)
Compact Format (500 – 700 m2)

CCCB. Barcelona
Les Cigarreres. Alacant

2.

Installation

Installation + film series (100 m2)

La Casa Encendida. Madrid
Centre Georges Pompidou. Paris

3.

Film series
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Introduction
“ALL THE LETTERS. Filmed Correspondence” brings together the exchange of filmed letters between five pairs of filmmakers.
Filmed correspondence is an experimental format of communication between directors who, despite being geographically
distant, are united by the desire to share ideas and reflections about anything and everything that stimulates their work. In this
space of freedom, the filmmakers included in the show examine affinities and differences, in an atmosphere of mutual respect and
shared interests, and establish important formal variants in each individual correspondence.
The works presented in ―All the Letters‖ constitute an innovative cinematographic format in which great pairs of filmmakers exchange
filmed ideas.
This exchange of letters corresponds to a reality: the homeland of film directors is one of constant contact with other of the world’s
directors, and in this filmic continent, creators are always alive to the work of others. The simultaneous, juxtaposed presentation
of these filmic correspondences in a single exhibition space expresses the mutual interchange that characterizes the cinema, a space of
dialogue and reflective intimacy.
The creative relation between Víctor Erice and Abbas Kiarostami generated by the exhibition ―Erice-Kiarostami. Correspondences‖
(CCCB, Barcelona, 2006) gave an impetus to this new cinematographic format: the exchange of filmed ideas between two filmmakers.
Since then, the CCCB has invited other filmmakers to explore this format.
The Complete Letters brings together the five filmed correspondences produced by this initiative and presents them in exhibition
galleries. In the words of the exhibition curator, Jordi Balló, ―these filmed letters were created to be shown in a public space,
conquered by the cinema. This infectious function is essential: the fact that we are working with an expository space where spectators
can walk from one projection room to another is in no way detrimental to the filmic language—quite the opposite. The exhibition is
actually designed with the cinema in mind‖.
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The filmed correspondences

Correspondence between José Luis Guerin and Jonas Mekas
2009-2011
HDV, DV, colour and black and white
Total duration: 1 h 39 min
9 letters
3 records: V.O, V.O.S.Spanish & V.O.S. English

Correspondence between Jaime Rosales and Wang Bing
2009-2011
DV, 35 mm, colour
Total duration: 49 min
3 letters
2 records: V.O.Spanish & V.O.S. English

Correspondence between Isaki Lacuesta and Naomi Kawase
2008-2009
DV, 16 mm, colour
Total duration: 43 min
7 letters
3 records: V.O.S.Catalan, V.O.S. Spanish & V.O.S. English

Correspondence between Fernando Eimbcke and So Yong Kim
2010-2011
HDV, colour
Total duration: 41 min
8 letters
3 records: V.O., V.O.S. Spanish & V.O.S. English.

Correspondence between Albert Serra and Lisandro Alonso
2011
DV, 16 mm, colour
Total duration: 2 h 49 min
2 letters
3 records: V.O., V.O.S.Spanish & V.S.O.English
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José Luis Guerin and Jonas Mekas
José Luis Guerín and Jonas Mekas established an epistolary relation of the first order: a monthly letter governed by a principle of Mekas
that Guerín adopts as his own: cinema as a reaction to life. Following this premise, a series of nine letters, filmed in very varied places
around the world, produce a personal relation that reveals impressions and affinities between two directors united by the desire to share
their concerns and viewpoints.

2009-2011
HDV, DV, colour and black and white
Total duration: 1 h 39 min
9 letters

Isaki Lacuesta and Naomi Kawase
In Between Days is a filmed correspondence between two directors who coincided briefly at a festival where their respective works were
presented. The faint memory of a brief meeting forms the basis for a whole new kind of filmic work, a succession of images of intimacy
filmed before and after a further meeting, this time with an audience, at the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona, the place
where this initiative came into being.

2008-2009
DV, 16 mm, colour
Total duration: 43 min
7 letters
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Albert Serra and Lisandro Alonso
This filmic exchange is based on two works that reflect on the way each director films, on the crew and the actors, on the way they see
and make cinema. Albert Serra took the characters of Honor de Cavalleria and his regular team of collaborators to follow in the steps of
Quixote. Lisandro Alonso returned to La Pampa province to film his work, for which he recalls Misael Saavedra, the lead of his first film,
La Libertad.

2011
DV, 16 mm, colour
Total duration: 2 h 49 min
2 letters

Jaime Rosales and Wang Bing
Rosales and Bing wanted to create a correspondence between their respective filmic imaginaries, but in this case without using the
epistolary recourse. Their idea was to create short stories that reflect two worlds that are geographically and culturally remote.

2009-2011
DV, 35 mm, colour
Total duration: 49 min
3 letters
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Fernando Eimbcke and So Yong Kim
These two filmmakers belong to the same generation, and share an aesthetic approach and sense of humour and intimacy. Their
correspondence produced an epistolary exchange that employs a minimalism of gesture and motif to follow the lives of the two
filmmakers for a whole year.

2010-2011
HDV, colour
Total duration: 41 min
8 letters
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Film directors

José Luis Guerin (Barcelona, Spain, 1960)
José Luis Guerin is one of Europe’s leading exponents of auteur cinema, due to
his ability to create unique, poetic works that constantly renew cinematic
language and the idea of beauty itself. After directing a series of short films
between 1976 and 1981, Guerin made his feature-film debut with Berta’s
Motives (1985) which won a number of awards, including the Quality Prize from
the Spanish Ministry of Culture and the Sant Jordi (RNE) Prize. This film was
followed by the documentary Innisfree (1990), which looks at the traces that the
filming of John Ford’s movie The Quiet Man (1952) had left behind in the Irish
town where it was shot. Train of Shadows (1997) is a meditation on filming from
its very origins, as a living memory or a recreation of fictions. José Luis Guerin’s
film En construcción (Work in Progress, 2001) brought him to a wider audience
and won the Goya Award for Best Documentary Feature, the Special Jury Prize
and the FIPRESCI International Critics’ Prize at the San Sebastián Festival and
the 2001 Spanish National Cinematography Prize, for a film that made
experimental and emotive forays into the real. In 2007 Guerin made Unas fotos
en la ciudad de Sylvia (Photos in the City of Sylvia) as well as the feature In the
City of Sylvia (2007) which was screened at the Venice Film Festival and the
Toronto Film Festival. In 2007 he also created the photo-installation Las mujeres
que no conocemos (Women We Don’t Know) for the Spanish Pavilion at the
52nd Venice Biennale. His following works are Guest (2010), which was filmed
on locations around the world over a one-year period and was screened at the
Venice Festival, and the exhibition installation La dama de Corinto (The Lady
from Corinth).

Jonas Mekas ( Semeniškiai, Lithuania, 1922)
Mekas was born in 1922 in the farming village of Semeniškiai in Lithuania and
now lives and works in New York. In 1944, after being detained by the Nazis
together with his brother Adolfas, he was imprisoned in a labour camp for eight
months. After the war he studied philosophy at the University of Mainz until
1949, the year he and his brother emigrated to the United States. They settled in
Brooklyn, and two weeks after their arrival Mekas borrowed some money so that
he could buy his first camera, a 16mm Bolex, and begin to record moments of
his life. Mekas is one of the leading figures of American avant-garde cinema or
―New American Cinema,‖ as he himself named it in the late 1950s, playing a
number of roles in the movement. In 1954, he became editor of Film Culture and
in 1962, he co-founded the Film-Makers' Cooperative (FMC) and the
Filmmakers’ Cinematheque in 1964, which eventually grew into Anthology Film
Archives, one of the world’s largest and most important repositories of avantgarde films. Mekas’ own output ranges from narrative films (Guns of the Trees,
1962) to documentaries (The Brig, 1964) and ―diaries‖ such as Walden (1969);
Lost, Lost, Lost (1976); Reminiscences of a Journey to Lithuania, (1971-1972);
Zefiro Torna (1992); and As I was Moving Ahead, Occasionally I saw Brief
Glimpses of Beauty (2001): the latter assembled from an archive of 50-years
worth of recordings of his life. In 2007, Mekas filmed 365 short videos, one for
each day of the year, releasing one a day on his website. In 2011, his last film
Sleepless Nights Stories is presented at the Berlinale. The scope of his influence
is incalculable: there is probably no other director in the world to whom so much
is owed by so many.
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Isaki Lacuesta (Girona, 1975)
The magazine Cahiers du cinéma introduced Lacuesta as «the model of a 21stcentury filmmaker», due to his ability to work on the boundaries of cinema with
the same measures of incisiveness, quality and talent. He studied Audiovisual
Communication at the Autonomous University of Barcelona, and graduated from
the first Masters in the Creation of Documentaries from Pompeu Fabra
University. His first feature film, Cravan vs Cravan (2002) won awards at several
international festivals. Spanish critics hailed it as the best film debut of the year,
awarding it the Sant Jordi RNE Prize. His second feature, The Legend of Time
(2006), took fictional and non-fictional devices to their limits and competed in the
official section of the Rotterdam International Festival. The film also won awards
at the Las Palmas International Film Festival, the Nantes International Festival,
the Yerevan Film Festival (Armenia) and the Alcances Festival – Cadiz, among
others. The Catalonia Critics’ Association chose it as the Best Spanish Film of
the year. Lacuesta’s third feature film, The Condemned (2009) won the
FIPRESCI Prize at the 2009 San Sebastian International Festival, the Gaudí
Award for the best non-Catalan language film. One of his leading actors,
Bárbara Lennie, won the Sant Jordi Prize for best Spanish performer of 2009. In
2010 he made the documentary about Ava Gardner, All Night Long. His next
project took him to Mali and brought painting into contact with nature. This
resulted in two films: the documentary The Clay Notebook (2011) and the fulllength feature Double Steps (2011) which won the Golden Shell at the San
Sebastián Festival. Lacuesta has also made numerous short films and created
installations for exhibitions. He combines cinema with teaching and also works in
a variety of media, writing articles about cinema, music and literature.

Naomi Kawase (Nara, Japó, 1969)
The Carrosse d’Or Prize, awarded to Naomi Kawase in Cannes by the French
Society of Film Directors in 2009, consolidated her reputation as the director
who is best able to explore the interstices of the intimate world. This prize, in
recognition of her career, was the culmination of all the other international
awards she has garnered since graduating from the Osaka School of
Photography in 1989.
Her first documentary films were Embracing (1992) and Katatsumori (Snail,
1994). The first dealt with her search for the father who had abandoned her as a
child, and the second was a portrait of her great-aunt who raised her, which
depicted the rituals of her life and old age. Kawase won the Caméra D'Or Award
for her debut feature film Moe no Suzaku at the Cannes Festival in 1997,
becoming the youngest winner in its history. Her next film The Weald (1997) was
awarded the Special Mention Prize at the Visions du Réel Festival in 1999;
Hotaru (Firefly, 2000), which was again about her family ghosts, won prizes at
the Locarno International Film Festival.
Her next feature film Shara (2003) was screened in competition at the Cannes
Film Festival in 2003, a festival she returned to a few years later with her
undisputed masterpiece The Mourning Forest ( 2007). The film won the Special
Jury Grand Prix at the 60th Cannes Festival and has become one of the great
contemporary films about pain and sorrow. Her next film, Nanayomachi (Seven
Nights, 2008), dealt with the search for the meaning of life by a woman lost in
Thailand, and Koma, which was created for the Digital Project at the Jeonju
International Film Festival, proved her ability to be open to all enquiries into the
real. In 2010, she presented the documentary Genpin, at the Sant Sebastian
Festival, a reflection on natural childbirth and the relationship between pleasure,
birth and death. The film won the FIPRESCI Prize.
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Albert Serra (Banyoles, Spain, 1975)
Serra graduated from Barcelona University with a degree in Spanish and
Comparative Literature before embarking on his cinematic career with Crespià,
the film not the village. He made his international debut with Honour of the
Knights, a reworking of Don Quixote which he wrote, directed and produced.
The film received its premiere in the Directors’ Fortnight at the 2006 Cannes
Festival and was named one of the best films of the year by Cahiers du Cinéma.
It has won awards at festivals across the globe due to the originality and purity of
its distillation of Cervantes’ novel: two lone figures walk in silence and commune
with the landscape. Serra’s next film, Birdsong, tells the story of the journey of
the Three Wise Men. It was filmed in black and white at locations in northern
Europe, with the same actors, it screened and won awards at many international
festivals (including Munich, Toronto, Vancouver, Mar del Plata, London,
Rotterdam and Los Angeles). After completing this trilogy, Albert Serra was
named one of the 15 key directors of the decade by the magazine Film
Comment. Birdsong also won the 2009 Gaudí Award for best director, best
feature film in Catalan and best photography. Serra has a parallel career as a
playwright, theatre director and performer. He wrote, directed and acted in the
play Pulgasari at Barcelona’s Teatre Lliure and filmed a series entitled Els noms
de Crist (The Names of Christ) for the exhibition Are You Ready for TV?? at the
Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona (MACBA), in late 2010.

Lisandro Alonso (Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1975)
We are looking at a filmmaker who favours pure forms. Alonso studied film at the
University of Cinema (FUC) in Buenos Aires and worked as a sound engineer
until the year 2000 when he made his first feature, Freedom. The film chronicles
the everyday working life of a young rural woodcutter, Misael, who lives cut off
from civilisation, and explores the atavistic, the landscape, violence and the
solitary life in a strange, singular way. The film was screened in the Un Certain
Regard section at the Cannes Festival, where Alonso later presented Los
muertos (The Dead, 2004), a radical film, imbued with an alienation from a
mysterious landscape, and Fantasma (Ghost, 2006), which he also produced.
With these three films, Alonso laid the foundations for his own cinematographic
style. He is a film-maker who has garnered great critical acclaim through his
inventiveness and ability to blend both reality and fiction. Liverpool (2008), shot
in Ushuaia, in southern Argentina, was chosen as the Best Feature Film at the
Gijón International Festival that same year. The jury praised Alonso’s film as «a
commitment to a radical cinema that takes risks and is seldom catered to by
commercial circuits». The film tells the story of seaman who is returning to his
homeland and his past. His ship drops anchor for a few days as he heads back
towards his life’s new journey, within the framework of a story that is as simple,
dark, cold and melancholy as the wintry landscape of Patagonia. All Lisandro
Alonso’s productions are shot on film, preferably in 35 mm, because, in this way,
you can feel the weight of the camera, plan each shot and reveal the substance
of the decisions that have been taken.
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Jaime Rosales (Barcelona, 1970)
In 2003, Rosales won the FIPRESCI International Critics’ Prize at the Cannes
Festival for his first feature The Hours of the Day. The prize was a true
revelation because the film gave strength to a realist trend without concessions,
which showed a concern for well-balanced visuals and narrative experimentation
that Spanish cinema seemed to have abandoned. His debut was the culmination
of years of study that had taken him from the film school in San Antonio de los
Baños, Cuba, where he made his first short films, to Australia. After winning his
prize at Cannes, Rosales was invited to be director in residence at the
Cinéfondation alongside other emerging filmmakers (including Wang Bing). It
was here that he wrote the script for his next film Solitary Fragments, which he
made in 2007. In the film Rosales experiments with a new syntax of narrative
editing, with two simultaneous images of the same scene taken from different
points, like a split-screen view of a family tragedy. The film won three Goya
Awards (best film, best director and best new actor). It was at that moment that
Rosales revealed his affinity with directors such as Víctor Erice, Isaki Lacuesta,
Marc Recha and José Luis Guerin, who he identifies with in the way they
construct new independent cinematic forms: a particularly effective declaration
of principles. With this spirit, his work took a radical turn when he filmed Bullet in
the Head (2008) in just 14 days, with a small crew and non-professional actors.
The film was presented at the San Sebastian International Film Festival, where it
was awarded the FIPRESCI Prize, not without some controversy. It was the first
Spanish film to be premiered simultaneously in cinemas, on the internet and at a
museum (Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, MNCARS).

Wang Bing (Shaanxi, Xina, 1975)
How can a director be a worldwide reference in 21st century documentary films
when living in a country with so many censorship difficulties? Wang Bing
experiences this problem and assumes the risks in their entirety. He studied
photography at Luxun Art College and cinematography at the Beijing Film
School. In 1999, he began his first full-length film, the documentary Tie Xi Qu
(West of the Tracks), which has become one of the most influential films of the
current century. In 2002, he presented an initial 5-hour version of the film at the
Berlinale. The definitive 9-hour version, divided into three parts (Rust,
Remnants, Rails), won the Grand Prix at the Marseille, Mexico City and
Yamagata Festivals. Its epic scale makes it an essential film. It portrays a
decaying industrial zone with a fascinating sense of poetic imagery and
displacement in time. The film appears as the best film of the year on numerous
critics’ lists. Bing’s second documentary He Fengming (Fengming: A Chinese
Memoir) was screened at the 2007 Cannes Festival. Filmed with fixed-focus
shots in a single space, a woman recounts the persecutions that she and her
family have endured because of their ideas and the vicissitudes of Chinese
history. In 2008 Bing created a 14-hour video installation, Caiyou riji (Crude Oil),
and made the documentary Tong Dao (Coal Money). In 2010, he finished his
long-term project, Jiabiangou (The Ditch). It is a harrowing account of the
atrocities committed by the Chinese authorities in the Maoist «re-education
camps » and Bing had to overcome all kinds of political and financial obstacles
and problems with censorship to complete it. The film finally received its
premiere at the 2010 Venice Festival.
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Fernando Eimbcke (Ciutat de Mèxic, Mèxic, 1970)
With just two feature films under his belt, Fernando Eimbcke has become one of
the key figures of Mexican cinema: he is young, immediate, a renovator, with his
finger on the pulse of authenticity and an awareness of the power of the image.
Eimbke studied film at the University Centre for Film Studies at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) from 1992 to 1996. He began his
career making music videos and also made a series of short films, one of which,
La suerte de la Fea....a la bonita no le importa (The Luck of the Ugly Woman…
the Pretty One Doesn’t Care), won the 1st National Competition for Short Film
Projects, from the Mexican Film Institute (IMCINE) in 2002. His feature debut,
Duck Season (2004), was the revelation of Mexican cinema that year. It was
screened at the Guadalajara Festival, the Critics’ Week at Cannes, and was
nominated for the Independent Spirit Awards. The film won critical plaudits and a
whole host of prizes, including 11 Ariel Awards from the Mexican Film Academy.
In the film, Eimbcke shows the dramatic power of small actions through this
portrait of adolescence featuring a series of characters «who may not know what
they want, but are perfectly aware of what they don’t want », to quote the
director. Following this success, he was invited to take part in the Sundance
Institute’s Writers and Directors Labs, where he worked on the project for his
next film Lake Tahoe (2008). The film tells the story of a teenage boy trying to
come to terms with the loss of his father as he tries to find someone to help him
repair his car. During his journey he encounters, in a series of semi-static
vignettes, a world of gently funny, yet absurd, disoriented beings, who help him
understand the meaning of death. The film was widely acclaimed by the
international media and won the FIPRESCI International Critics’ Prize and the
Alfred Bauer Prize at the Berlinale that same year. In 2010, Fernando Eimbcke
took part in the omnibus film Revolución, together with the leading Mexican
directors of the new generation.

So Yong Kim (Pusan, Corea del Sud, 1968)
Kim is one of the most authentic and original young directors working in
American independent cinema today. She was born in Korea and immigrated to
the USA when she was 12. She studied painting, performance and video art at
the Art Institute of Chicago, where she earned her MFA. She has made several
experimental short films including A Bunny Rabbit, shot by renowned
cinematographer Christopher Doyle. In 2003, Kim also produced the awardwinning Icelandic feature Salt, directed by her husband and creative partner
Bradley Rust Gray, with whom she has established a fertile working relationship.
In 2006, Kim was featured on the list of the «25 Filmmakers to Watch» in
Filmmaker Magazine. Her subsequent career has fully confirmed these
predictions. Her first film, In Between Days, was acclaimed by the critics and
won the Special Jury Prize at the 2007 Sundance Festival, together with the
FIPRESCI International Critics’ Prize in Berlin, the LA Critics’ Prize and Best
Film and Best Actress Prizes in Buenos Aires. This unanimous acclaim is due to
the original autobiographical nature of the film, Kim’s in-depth observation of its
teenage protagonists and the unusual dramas that unfold from this strategy,
based on the characters’ non-judgemental nature. Her next film, Treeless
Mountain (2008) followed the same dramatic thread, and was based on a story
of abandonment and two little girls’ capacity for recovery, in a film that Village
Voice called «one of the best films about childhood ever made». The script was
supported by the Atelier at Cannes, the Sundance Institute’s Writers and
Directors Labs and the Pusan Promotion Plan. In 2009, So Yong Kim took part
in the omnibus film Chinatown Film Project.
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Photographic reportage of the exhibition at CCCB
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A versatile exhibition
The complete letters at CCCB, Barcelona Complete Format Exhibition. 1200m2
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The complete letters at Tlatelolco, Mexico. Complete Format Exhibition. 1000m2
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The complete letters at Las Cigarreras, Alicante Compact Format Exhibition. 700m2
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The complete letters at La Casa Encendida, Madrid. Installation: weekly presentation-colloquium of one correspondence with the film
directors and loop-screening of that correspondence during the rest of the week.
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The complete letters at Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. Installation + Film Series: Correspondences’ loop-screening coordinated
with film series of other projects from the filmmakers. Photographies of the setting where the installation will be screened in 2012 -2014.
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